Implied volatility expansions allow calibration of sophisticated volatility models. They provide an accurate fit and parametrization of implied volatility surfaces that is consistent with empirical observations. Fine-grained higher order expansions offer a better fit but pose the challenge of finding a robust, stable and computationally tractable calibration procedure due to a large number of market parameters and nonlinearities. We propose calibration schemes for second order expansions that take advantage of the model's structure via exact parameter reductions and recoveries, reuse and scaling between expansion orders where permitted by the model asymptotic regime and numerical iteration over bounded significant parameters. We perform a numerical analysis over 12 years of real S&P 500 index options data for both multiscale stochastic and general local-stochastic volatility models. Our methods are validated empirically by obtaining stable market parameters that meet the qualitative and numerical constraints imposed by their functional forms and model asymptotic assumptions.
Introduction
Research into implied volatility modelling both in academia and industry is focused on addressing the unrealistic assumption of constant asset volatility in the well-known Black-Scholes framework for pricing financial options (see [13] for an overview). A robust model parametrization of implied volatility needs to capture both characteristics and dynamics of the implied volatility surface along different strikes and maturities (or expiries). In addition, volatility models need to balance parameter stability with quality of fit over market data. Practitioners often prioritize tight fits and re-calibrate daily due to overfits that are not stable over multiple days. Meanwhile, existing literature focuses more on consistency. The downside of models that focus on consistency is that they can be computationally expensive to calibrate or are narrowly applicable in pricing a range of derivative contracts. The literature around volatility models is substantial, and we refer the reader to [10] for an extensive overview and comparison of volatility model classes.
Models that consistently capture detailed volatility dynamics typically require calibration via numerical-based approaches that are often computationally expensive or lead to numerical instabilities. In order to address these issues, theoretical results have been proposed that translate model formulations into explicit implied volatility expansions for an alternative faster parameter calibration. Fouque et al [9, 5] studied Stochastic Volatility (SV) models with multiple factors driving volatility on different time scales. These multifactor models have been validated by empirical studies that show that the deterministic volatility assumption is inconsistent with real data [2] . Instead, studies find that volatility is strongly mean-reverting [15] and show the presence of multiple time scales (or dimensions) of volatility variation [8, 16] . More recently, Lorig et al [14] adopted a general class of multifactor Local-Stochastic Volatility (LSV) models with hybrid dynamics. For an extensive review of local-stochastic modelling see [12] . Both multiscale SV and LSV models are based on explicit asymptotic approximations of implied volatility in successive orders of perturbation [5] and Taylor [14] expansions, respectively.
The implied volatility Second Order Expansions (SOE) for both SV and LSV model classes considered are explicit nonlinear functions of market parameters. Each successive order of expansion leads to an explosion in the number of market parameters (in SOE -18 for SV, 13 for LSV). Therefore, calibrating to European options market data requires a two-step procedure. First, a coefficient set is easily obtained by regressing around multiple basis functions of forward log-moneyness and maturity. The main difficulty lies in the second step of translating coefficients into a minimal l 2 -norm set of required market parameters. Finding SOE market parameters from coefficients for both model expansions considered involves a complex least-norm minimization problem with nonlinear polynomial constraints exhibiting non-convexity, with no guarantee of a globally optimal solution and a computationally intractable search of the parameter space even when using state of the art global solvers. Furthermore, non-robust solutions can introduce large parameter instability over time, whereas the stability of market parameters is crucial for minimizing hedging costs when using them as a volatility surface parametrization for pricing exotics [6, 7] .
Motivated by the above, the focus of this paper is to propose tractable, data-validated calibration schemes to obtain stable market parameters from coefficients in second order implied volatility expansions (SOE). We illustrate our methods and numerical analysis for both the SV and LSV model classes cited above. Our methods consist of parameter reduction and recovery (via grouping or gradients), reuse of lower order expansions where the order magnitude separation allows it and numerical iteration over bounded and interpretable market parameters. We also perform a detailed numerical analysis on 12 years of S&P 500 European options data (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) showing a tight fit and stable set of SOE market parameters for both of the SV and LSV calibration schemes we propose.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in section 2 we review the model formulations, implied volatility expansion results up to SOE and their implications for both (multiscale) SV and LSV models; in section 3 we construct our proposed calibration schemes; in section 4 we illustrate SOE calibration on index options data in terms of fit and stability for both models and we compare the results; in section 5 we discuss our results, implications and possible extensions.
Models Considered
We introduce two classes of implied volatility models. Both model classes provide successive option price expansions which are translated into successive approximating calibration formulas to the implied volatility surface. We present the theoretical results from [5] and [14] needed in each model class for practical calibration of market parameters within a second order expansion and discuss the calibration challenges of existing approaches and motivate our proposed solution.
Multiscale SV with Perturbation Expansions
Fouque et al [9, 5] develop implied volatility expansions for a class of two-factor two-scale volatility models defined under the risk-neutral pricing measure P by the system of stochastic differential equations:
where (W
t ) are correlated Brownian motions, r is the risk-free rate and Y t , Z t describe fast and slow volatility factors/scales characterized by fixed scaling parameters 0 < , δ 1. The assumed small-, small-δ regime leads to a second order expansion (SOE) in powers of the scales √ , √ δ, providing the following approximation to implied volatility:
where τ, d represent time-to-maturity and forward log-moneyness respectively, and Θ := {k, l, m, n, p, q, s, u, v, w}, is the estimated coefficient set. The set Θ is obtained via a nonlinear mapping f : R 18 → R 10 on a set Φ of market parameters that are required for pricing and hedging exotics and represent functional forms of the model coefficient functions α, β, c, g, Λ 1 , Λ 2 . In particular, we have
where the mapping f represents the following system of nonlinear equations:
(4) In [5] , the authors propose the following two-step calibration procedure:
1. Find Θ * that minimizes the least-squares fit error over all maturities i and strikes j:
2. Find Φ * by solving the following constrained optimization problem:
The first order expansion (FOE) presented in [9] has the reduced form
and retains only parameters σ , V δ 0 , V δ 1 , V 3 which can be directly obtained from l 1 , m 1 , p 1 , q 1 after fitting them to the implied volatility data maturity-by-maturity.
The superscripts of all market parameters in Φ eq. (3) except for σ * , where present, indicate dependence on volatility factor scales , δ. In [9, 5] the authors show , δ dependence can be factored out explicitly:
Remark 1. The √ , √ δ power orders for the terms appearing both in SOE coefficients Θ in eq. (4) and in FOE coefficients {l 1 , m 1 , p 1 , q 1 } act as a direct link to the implied volatility expansion eq. (2). Due to the small-, small-δ model regime the , δ scaling variables also induce orders of magnitude through their √ , √ δ power orders. The terms appearing in FOE coefficients
) and act as a second order magnitude correction to the first order volatility approximation eq. (7).
LSV with Taylor Expansions
Lorig et al [14] derive implied volatility expressions based on time-independent Taylor expansions within the more general framework of Local-Stochastic Volatility (LSV) models of the type (one volatility factor case),
where we introduced a deterministic interest rate r(t) to be consistent with the previous SV model class. For the second order expansion (SOE), the authors in [14] obtain the implied volatility approximation,
where τ, d represent time-to-maturity and forward log-moneyness (due to introducing non-zero rates) respectively and, Θ := {l, m, n, q, w, s}, is the estimated coefficient set. Again Θ is dependent on the set Φ of market parameters via a nonlinear mapping g : R 13 → R 6 . In particular, we have
where the mapping g represents the following system of nonlinear equations: 
(13b) A similar two-stage calibration problem to the one described in section 2.1 is used:
2. Find Φ * such that,
A Taylor first order expansion (FOE) approximation takes the form,
Remark 2. All parameters a 0,1 , a 1,1 , c 0,0 , c 1,0 , f 0,0 , f 1,0 can have signs inverted at the same time in problem eq. (15) with no impact on Φ * and without violating the constraints in eq. (13). Therefore we are required to make a choice constraining the sign of one parameter to pick one of two alternative solutions with identical optimal value Φ * . We choose f 0,0 , representing the drift rate of the additional process, to be negative, a choice consistent with the negative f 0,0 obtained when specializing eq. (9) to SABR model [11] dynamics in [14] .
The choice of negative f 0,0 does not preclude obtaining results consistent with other specialized LSV models having the same explicit time-independent Taylor expansions. For instance, to be consistent with the 3/2 model expansion in [14] , parameter a 0,1 must be positive, which again imposes a sign choice. We can easily convert numerical results obtained by following SABR assumptions to be consistent with 3/2 assumptions by enforcing a 0,1 to be positive instead i.e. flipping signs of parameters a 0,1 , a 1,1 , c 0,0 , c 1,0 , f 0,0 , f 1,0 if a 0,1 is negative. 
Calibration Issues
To compute the coefficient set Θ * for both SV and LSV second order expansions, the observed volatility surface is fitted across all maturities at once. The coefficients resulting in a least squares fit globally across the volatility surface can be found using a local solver (for example Matlab's 'fmincon') because the fit is linear in all coefficients.
However, the second step of finding the market parameters set Φ * from Θ * via either eq. (6) or eq. (15) presents several numerical challenges. It is important to stress that finding Φ * is highly nontrivial due to the nonlinear systems of equations eq. (4) and eq. (13) linking Φ * to Θ * in the case of the SV and LSV models, respectively. More specifically, the inversion steps eq. (6) and eq. (15) require solving a global non-convex constrained optimization problem. The existence of multiple local minima can be verified by using a simple random global search function such as the Matlab built-in function 'multiStart'. Therefore, searching the space of solutions for the entire parameter set Φ requires either a custom powerful global solver or approximate techniques. We experimented with using a state-ofthe-art commercial global optimization solver and concluded that the computational time to find a feasible solution for a one day calibration was far too long to be useful in practice. Furthermore, no guarantees or evidence of a global optimum or parameter stability over time can be given. Finding Φ * in a computationally tractable way is crucial to the application of second order expansions for both SV and LSV models, as they are the market parameters used in characterizing the volatility surface from vanilla options. Exotics pricing, performed either numerically or via Monte Carlo simulations, will rely on Φ * and its time-stability to minimize hedging costs. This paper presents a first attempt to address these computational issues.
Guided by the previous considerations, the solution we seek is not necessarily a guaranteed global optimum for either SV or LSV models, but needs to be obtained computationally fast enough to allow tractable calibration over a long period of time where we seek acceptable time stability. For the SV model, parameters in Φ * should also align with our asymptotic expectations from [5] : leading order positive σ < 1 and smaller magnitude remaining parameters bounded by [−1, 1]. These will form our solution constraints and are needed to validate parameter stability. For the LSV model, we can enforce bounds on derivative-free market parameters such as b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 by interpreting their functional forms eq. (12).
Proposed Calibration Schemes
For both SV and LSV second order expansions (SOE) in implied volatility, we propose calibration schemes to find Φ * . The proposed framework can be generally applied to other implied volatility expansion models and it is based on the following:
1. We exploit the structure of the nonlinear mappings Θ * → Φ * and the implications of the optimality conditions that Φ * must satisfy in order to perform explicit parameter reductions and recoveries.
2. In the reduced parameter space, we address the problem of finding Φ * using a combination of the following techniques:
(a) We reuse lower order expansions calibration if the scaling separation between the different orders is explicit and significant (can arise since any expansion needs to be convergent). In this case, a higher-order expansion acts as a minor correction to a lower-order expansion. (b) Numerical iteration over a subset of significant, bounded and directly interpretable parameters.
Multiscale SV with Perturbation Expansions
We first describe how the framework above can be implemented for the Stochastic Volatility (SV) model class:
1. We obtain Θ * using eq. (5). 
Defining the substitutions
the 14 parameter set Φ 1 can be reduced to an 11 parameter set
The optimal Φ * 2 is then found by solving
where f 1 is a nonlinear mapping. We show in theorem 1 the solution Φ *
We show how the recovery can be done in closed form in theorem 2. Now we have obtained a complete solution Φ * (l 1 ) for a fixed l 1 .
3. Choose Φ * = arg min Φ * (l 1 ) 2 , ∀l 1 iterations.
Explicit Parameter Reductions
Motivated by the high dimensionality of Φ 1 and the heavily under-determined system eq. (4), we isolate and group the pairs (
0 ) in m, using the substitutions eq. (17) to reduce the number of parameters by three in the process. The system eq. (4) now becomes:
(19) We show in theorem 1 how the parameter reduction by groupings eq. (17) leads to analytical solutions for the optimal reduced parameter set Φ * 2 .
where X 4 and X 3 (appearing in
σ ) are found using a minimal l 2 -norm problem with the linear constraint,
Proof. From equations of u, p, we can directly back out X 1 , X 2 , respectively. From k we then extract φ as
σ ) are found directly from the fully determined system (n, s, w),
We are left with four unconsidered equations with unknowns (X 3 , X 4 , X 5 ,
where v depends on (X 3 ,
After using the equation for l to find A 0 , we are left with equations m, q, v that depend on unknowns (X 3 , X 4 , X 5 ,
σ ), respectively. Rewriting v, q to extract (X 3 ,
σ ), respectively in the same form they appear in m, we get
Inserting the previous equations in m yields the X 5 expression, σ results in (21), which is used as a linear constraint in (X 3 , X 4 ) for a l 2 -norm problem inherent to the parameter recoveries presented in theorem 2.
Once X 3 is known,
Parameter Recovery
Given two sets of variables S 1 , S 2 where S 1 ⊂ S 2 , if S 2 has a minimal l 2 -norm, S 1 is also minimal in l 2 -norm or else we have a contradiction. As a direct consequence, optimal Φ * 1 implies minimal l 2 norms for each of the parameter groups substituted in eq. (17) 
with the following solutions (optimality superscript * is dropped for clarity of exposition):
Proof. Substituting full rank matrices [1, 0, 1; 1, 1, 0] , [1, 1] for M in lemma 1, we get the solutions needed for the first and last l 2 -norm problems, respectively. For the second l 2 -norm problem, we drop {X 3 , X 4 } directly by replacing the constraints C ,δ
with the linear constraint eq. (21) where the X's are re-expanded into C's:
Again, by using full rank
M = − V δ 0 +V δ 1 V δ 1 , 1, − V δ 0 V δ 1 in lemma 1, we obtain C ,δ 2 , C ,δ 1 , C ,δ .
LSV with Taylor Expansions
We showed in section 3.2.1 all optimal parameters Φ * eq. (15) can be found explicitly or numerically as functions of b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 . Considering remark 3, we can iterate numerically over b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 within bounded intervals in order to find Φ * using the following three step procedure:
1. Obtain Θ * using eq. (14) and a 0,0 from eq. (23). 3. Choose Φ * = arg min Φ * (σ 1 , ρ, µ 1 ) 2 , ∀σ 1 , ρ, µ 1 iterations.
Iterate over fixed σ
1 ∈ [σ 1 , σ 1 ], ρ ∈ [ρ, ρ], µ 1 ∈ [µ 1 , µ 1 ]:(
Explicit and Numerical Parameter Reduction
From the coefficients l = σ 0 and q in eq. (13), parameters a 0,0 , a 1,0 can be directly isolated and determined as:
We then use the remaining equations for m, n, w, s to isolate a 1,1 , a 2,0 , c 0,1 , c 1,0 as functions of Φ − {a 1,1 , a 2,0 , c 0,1 , c 1,0 } by successive substitutions, eliminating them one-by-one as a result. We omit the lengthy details but the main steps are as follows:
1. a 2,0 is substituted from w to m, w equation dropped.
2. c 1,0 is substituted from m to s, m equation dropped.
3. c 0,1 is substituted from n to s, n equation dropped.
4. In order, a 1,1 is isolated from s, c 0,1 from n, c 1,0 from m and a 2,0 from w.
Having used all the constraints available, we obtain the following: 
Numerical Results
We present here the results from the implementation of the calibration schemes we proposed for both SV and LSV models, illustrated on 12 years of S&P 500 index options data. To be useful in practice, results need to balance fit quality around coefficients Θ * and stability of Φ * market parameters. We first compare the fit quality in FOE and SOE coefficient calibrations for SV (eq. (7),eq. (5)) and LSV (eq. (16), eq. (14)) to motivate using higher order expansions and to compare the two models empirically. After establishing preliminaries in section 4.3, we then analyse numerical stability of market parameters for SV and LSV SOE calibrations obtained via our proposed schemes in section 3.1 and section 3.2 respectively, and we contrast it against fit quality. Finally, we also validate our approach through a comparison of l 2 -norms between Θ * and Φ * for both model classes.
Data
We obtain European options and forward data for the S&P 500 index from OptionMetrics via WRDS (Wharton Research Data Services) -the same data source for SV FOE results presented in [9] , thus allowing for direct comparison. For 2000-2011 data we have almost 3 million option entries, with between 300-1500 daily entries, from which we extract:
• Current and expiration dates.
• Call/put flag (0 for puts, 1 for calls).
• Daily closing bid-ask quotes.
• OptionMetrics-computed implied volatility.
• Strike price.
• Index close price.
• r v -Continuously compounded interest rate from zero curve (linear interpolation).
• q v -Continuous annualized dividend yield.
Option entries with no implied volatility value or with bid quotes < $0.5 are filtered out from the data. As the WRDS data differentiates between the implied volatility curves coming from puts and calls, we use an adapted blending technique, following the procedure originally described in [4] and used in [9] as well. We are interested in each daily set of option data and calibrate our model to the implied surface at a daily frequency. For each day of data we blend call and put implied volatilities using algorithm 1. • Find K = set of strikes with both call and put implied volatilities data present;
5
• Given x = index close price for the day, choose cutoff levels L = max(0.85x, min(K )), H = min(1.15x, max(K )).
• Discard puts with strike K > H and calls with K < L;
7
• Select U = set of puts with K < L and calls with K > H that will remain unblended;
8
• Select B = set of puts and calls with K ∈ (L, H);
9
• Discard entries in B where for a strike only one option type (put or call) is present; 10 foreach strike K ∈ B where we have both a put and a call do Let I p (K) and I c (K) denote the put and call implied volatilities. We set the implied volatility value I(K) for a strike as
12
• Discard maturities where size(B ∪ U ) = 0 or 1 (not enough data for the implied volatility surface at one maturity); 13 if < 2 maturities are available (not enough data for a day) then return empty; 14 else return blended data;
The WRDS-computed implied volatility is obtained from a Black-Scholes inversion that uses explicit real-world non-zero rates and dividends (see [17] ). We incorporate rates in the context of calibration, with r v − q v acting as a deterministic market implied risk-free rate of return accounting for any dividend payments. The SV model in section 3.1 is calibrated as in [5] around forward logmoneyness d, which accounts for deterministic rates. In the context of the LSV model (section 3.2), we adapt the calibration to use forward log-moneyness instead of log-moneyness as originally proposed in [14] . We achieved this by letting the deterministic rate extension act on the strike price as explained in [14] .
Fit Quality
By fitting the coefficients Θ * to one day of options data (implied volatility points) we can have a visual comparison of daily FOE and SOE fits for both of the models. For a daily volatility surface, we measure fit quality in terms of average relative fit error, defined as the mean of all ratios between absolute residuals (resulting from fitting coefficients Θ * to the data) and the data points. We show SV daily plots with an x-axis that represents forward log-moneyness-to-maturity (d/τ ) due to the direct dependency of FOE/SOE fits on this measure, in order to easily compare their effects. Since LSV expansions have no direct dependency on d/τ , we choose d as the x-axis for LSV plots.
While SV FOE captures the linear d/τ properties of the data ( fig. 1a) , SV SOE offers a superior fit due to the inclusion of quadratic d/τ terms. In particular, it improves the fit at short maturities where skew convexity is highest (fig. 1b) . Over the entire data time frame, the reduction in relative fit error SOE provides can be observed in fig. 2 . A similar reduction in relative fit error can be seen for LSV ( fig. 3) , with the d-quadratic SOE fit ( fig. 1d ) offering more flexibility than a d-linear FOE fit ( fig. 1c ) that is not even τ -dependent in its d-slope. SOE improvements for both models justify our motivation to provide a computationally tractable and stable estimation of SOE market parameters Φ * , seeking their associated Θ * fit quality. Between the two models, from fig. 2 and fig. 3 we notice the SOE fit for LSV is inferior to SV. This shows, at least empirically, that the LSV model needs higher-order expansions than the SV model to express the extra complexity assumed by its partly-local dynamics into a tight fit of the volatility surface. Also, the LSV FOE fits are inferior to the SV FOE fits. The latter observation confirms that SOE does not act as a minor correction for LSV, and there is no explicit magnitude separation between the terms of the two expansions. For this reason we can not reuse the LSV FOE for SOE fits. Finally, in all long-term plots, we have relative fit error spikes during the indicated (light red) market distress periods, corresponding to likely spikes/instability in market parameters Φ
* . An additional consideration that is specific to the SV model small-, small-δ regime is whether the theoretical fit accuracy scaling between FOE and SOE is explained by numerical fit errors. A tight theoretical error bound on FOE (see [9] , p.145) is given by E F OE = O( + δ), while from eq. (2) (proved in [5] ) we have
fig . 2 shows the daily relative error fit for SOE as 40% on average of the same FOE error. For example, O( √ + √ δ) = 40% in the case of = δ = 0.04, matching the small-, small-δ regime assumptions. This shows that the accuracy order scaling of SV SOE vs. FOE is justified by average relative fit errors across the 2000 − 2011 dataset we consider. FOE average error is 9.80%, while for SOE it is 6.08%, a ≈ 40% reduction.
Parameter Stability
A desirable empirical property of the SOE calibration schemes we introduced in section 3 is an acceptable and economically predictable Φ * parameter stability. For both models, we expect more parameter instability around major observable economic/market crashes. For the SV model, we expect Φ * parameter values centred close to 0 as conditioned by the small-, small-δ model regime, particularly a leading magnitude σ * and lowest magnitude A, B, C and φ parameters. The LSV model, in contrast, requires no parameter/expansion order magnitude scaling or explicit centering conditions and all its market parameters have functional interpretations as either sensitive derivatives w.r.t model factors or direct functions of model variables. Due to this and also due to relatively larger SOE fit error than in the SV case, we expect slightly more unstable parameters than for the SV model. However, a reasonable degree of parameter stability should be expected for the LSV class as well. This expectation follows because the LSV model class represents a generalization of widely used and studied models that should capture most data variation via their dynamics rather then via parameter variation/instability over time.
SV Calibration
We justify our iterative approach presented in section 3.1 by showing that a direct FOE reuse and no iteration on l 1 can lead to unstable SOE market parameters.
In fig. 4 we show the time evolutions of market parameters σ , V their evolution (as required by the model asymptotic regime and as evidenced empirically in fig. 4 ). Furthermore, σ also impacts extensively Φ 1 parameters as a denominator to the majority of terms in equations eq. (4). Therefore, an overfit in σ from d/τ -linear FOE can significantly impact the stability and ranges of the new parameters Φ 1 introduced via SOE. To mitigate a potential overfit in σ impacting all parameters in Φ either directly or via FOE parameters, the corrective measure we impose is to iterate over σ as a volatility proxy parameter (0% − 100%). Afterwards, we find the optimal σ * value minimizing Φ * (σ * ) 2 (minimizing parameter ranges and therefore instability), where each Φ * is a function of fixed σ * and parameters V δ 0 , V δ 1 , V 3 are determined from FOE calibration with fixed σ * . Since in eq. (7),
2σ and V 3 is negligibly small (as shown empirically in fig. 4 ), l 1 can be fixed and iterated over directly in the FOE calibration, effectively leading to an iteration over σ . Since there are three FOE coefficients m 1 , p 1 , q 1 left to regress on, we fit them to the data across all maturities at once not maturity-by-maturity as described in [9] . For each fixed l 1 , we find the remaining coefficients via the adapted FOE calibration procedure, afterwards translating them into values for σ
Finally, over all l 1 iterations, we choose the optimal Φ * as the minimal l 2 -norm set among Φ * (l 1 ) (as in the original formulation eq. (6)). Following the SOE calibration procedure in section 3.1, numerical results show a translation of the stable coefficient set Θ * ( fig. 9 ) into a stable market parameter set Φ * ( fig. 10 and fig. 11 ). noticeably smaller than as a FOE parameter ( fig. 4 ). To understand this deviation, that is also the root cause of direct FOE use yielding unstable SOE parameters, we look at Φ * (σ * ) 2 for different values of σ as l 1 is iterated (l 1 ≈ σ as V 3 is very small comparatively). As fig. 7 illustrates, the σ obtained for Φ * 2 is a slight under-estimator of the same parameter obtained directly from FOE. On the test day March 18, 2010 we have σ F OE −σ SOE = 4.21%, and the gap between the two is moderate across time, with slight increases in periods of market stress. Intuitively, because σ appears in linear form in residual regression terms l 1 in FOE and l in SOE, it decreases when going from a coarser FOE model to a finer SOE model as the extra 14 market parameters can convey more accurately the extra implied volatility surface information. It is also important to note that the non-convexity of Φ * (σ * ) 2 as a function of σ * in fig. 7 does not impose problems, as we exhaustively iterate in a fine-grained fashion over σ . Additionally, due to the fact that σ is a leading-order parameter in the vector Φ, when σ varies infinitesimally, Φ * (σ * ) 2 cannot jump locally. Moreover, the stability of σ over multiple days is supported by the fact that σ is linearly coupled to an empirically stable estimated parameter l (see fig. 9 ), and the additional terms in l are small in magnitude in the model regime.
We also observe how V Furthermore, we expect the parameter φ to have a relatively higher frequency variation due to being the only parameter in Φ * directly dependent on the SV model fast factor Y (see eq. (8)). To explain the variation frequency of time series 2000 − 2011 for all Φ * parameters shown in figs. 10 to 11, we perform Fourier decompositions on all time series allowing the number of components used to vary from 2 to 8. To be more precise, let X(t) denote the relevant time series, then we attempt to decompose it as follows,
where N is the number of components in the decomposition. In our case N ranged from 2 to 8. The harmonics of the equation above are obtained from the peaks of the Fourier transform of the data, and the other coefficients are obtained from a least squares regression, i.e. by minimizing X(t) − F (t) 2 . We used standard techniques to perform the analysis, the precise methodology is described in Chapter 13 of [1] . By extracting the percentage of total variance explained by the Fourier decompositions with a fixed number of components, fig. 8 shows that the variance for φ is not adequately captured even when using eight components of increasing frequencies. It is clear from fig. 8 that there is a qualitative difference between φ and the rest of the Φ * parameters. Therefore, φ has a relatively higher frequency variation and needs more Fourier components of higher frequency to capture it, as expected by its direct dependence on Y . 4 /4, 2.5 2 ), validating our chosen bounds, since any wider bounds would result in a Φ 2 > Φ * 2 . We choose to iterate numerically in 1% increments over σ 1 , µ 1 , and 10% increments over ρ since its impact on c 0,0 is also compounded by the iteration on σ 1 . The maximum increment size induced on any of b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 occurs for b 0,0 when σ 1 = 2.5 and a 1% increment in σ 1 increases b 0,0 = σ 2 1 /2 by ≈ 2.5%. The previous extreme case of a b 0,0 increment of 2.5% is likely to happen only in very unstable market conditions with high volatility in both factors, and is in line in magnitude with daily variations for b 0,0 seen in fig. 13 where the iteration scheme described here was used. Therefore, any possible jumps in parameters Φ * due to using lower increments is in the order of or below one-day parameter variations. Obviously a finer grained numerical search over b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 will likely improve stability of Φ * further and should be preferred, but in order to achieve the computational efficiency necessary for a multi-year data study, we compromised on numerical accuracy to an acceptable level of empirical stability. The choices we made are similar to any automatic numerical solver iterating on b 0,0 , c 0,0 , f 0,0 and possibly also a 0,1 (we find a 0,1 explicitly motivated by it being an unbounded Y -derivative parameter), except we use additional model-dependent numerical insights unavailable to a solver.
Number of components in Fourier decomposition
We follow the LSV calibration scheme in section 3.2 with the numerical choices introduced earlier. The Φ * values we obtain in fig. 13 and fig. 14 given fitted coefficients in fig. 12 show reasonable stability with more prominent variation in market distress periods, as expected.
An important point related to the sign symmetry explained in remark 2 is that any sign choice for one of a 0,1 , a 1,1 , c 0,0 , c 1,0 , f 0,0 , f 1,0 is related to choosing more specific model dynamics and directly impacts stability due to enforcing one parameter sign, one example being SABR dynamics under f 0,0 < 0 as explained in remark 2. The parameter sign symmetry we identified indicates that the model class introduced in section 2.2 presents a generic formulation inclusive of a wide array of more specific model dynamics, where a specialized choice of one parameter sign is needed in its second order expansion calibration. 
Norms Comparison
Since both Θ * and Φ * express the same fit quality and therefore implied surface information as different parameter sets, we expect them to have comparable l 2 -norms. For the SV case, we have an increase of only 55% on average in Φ * 2 relative to FOE market parameters norm and a 40% reduction on average from Θ * 2 to Φ * 2 (see fig. 15 ). For the LSV case, the two norms Θ * 2 and Φ * 2 are comparable, with a 20% increase on average for Φ * 2 (see fig. 16 ). These results confirm the robustness of the proposed SOE calibrations in obtaining an l 2 -minimal Φ * set comparable in l 2 -norm with Θ * .
Discussion
We proposed iterative algorithms for the problem of finding SOE market parameters Φ * given the coefficient set Θ * in the calibration of both multi-scale SV models studied in [9, 5] and LSV models studied in [14] . Our solution takes advantage of analytical structures in the inversion problem from coefficients to market parameters. For both model classes, this involves multiple parameter reductions leading to reformulations and analytical derivations within the non-linear algebraic minimization problem of finding a minimal l 2 -norm Φ * . Our approach leaves only a minor subset of Φ * to be determined numerically. In the SV case, we make use of the higher order magnitude scaling of first order perturbation expansion (FOE) parameters, recognizing their impact on the finer grained second order expansion (SOE) parameters, and exploit this to iterate over a single most significant market parameter. In the LSV case, we restrain the iteration to interpretable derivative-free market parameters that can be easily bounded. Our methods therefore provide the computational tractability needed to successfully calibrate successive implied volatility expansions in their more accurate SOE form in practice.
Our proposed methods are also tested and validated numerically on extensive real S&P 500 index options data, taking advantage of the better SOE fit while showing the parameter stability properties expected from a robust model calibration solution. Despite the sharp parameter number increase when going from FOE to SOE (from 4 to 18 for SV, from 5 to 13 for LSV), stability properties and, in the SV case, the asymptotic assumptions of small parameters are still met. Moreover, to our knowledge, this paper also provides a first extensive numerical analysis of the calibration and parameter stability offered by model classes with explicit successive implied volatility expansions while taking advantage of their structure. We believe the results are encouraging for the use of both multiscale stochastic and local-stochastic volatility models in practice in a tractable way, even in higher order perturbation expansions. The parameter reductions (by grouping or gradients), lower order expansion reuse or restricted iteration approaches that we employed can potentially be used in the calibration of more sophisticated third order implied volatility expansions or more generally, in other model calibrations inducing explicit successive implied volatility expansions. Calibrated SOE market parameters Φ * from the European options volatility surface can also be used to speed up Monte Carlo simulations for the pricing of other exotic option contracts using similar ideas to those in [9] . Finally, owing to SOE calibration accuracy and stability especially for SV, the market parameter set can be used as a short-term predictive parametrization of implied volatility surfaces, the primary objective of econometric volatility models [3] .
